INTRODUCTION
The humoral immune system has the ability to acquire memory. Hence, it can recall a previous encounter with an antigen and consequently mount a efficient, specific, and rapid response to a second challenge by that same antigen. A critical aspect of this acquisition of memory is the establishment of a small pool of memory B cells during the latter phases of the primary immune response. (Manser et al., 1985; Rajewsky et al., 1987; Berek and Milstein, 1988) . A selection process then results in the preferential expansion of clones that have accumulated mutations that translate into higher affinity for antigen, whereas those V regions that acquire mutations lowering affinity are lost (Eisen, 1966; Siskind and Benaceraff, 1969; Berek et al., 1985; Sablitzky et al., 1985; Liu et al., 1989; Weiss and Rajewsky; 1990) . This process may operate in an iterative fashion, that is, the optimal mutation phase is one in which periods of rapid mutation alternate with periods of mutation-free growth (Kepler and Perelson, 1993) . Recent versions of the mutation-selection model incorporate the germinal center (GC) microenvironment as sites for recruitment of B-cell clones into the memory pool (Coico et al., 1983; Berek et al., 1991; Jacob et al., 199 l a; Linton et al., 1992) . GCs are areas of rapid B-cell proliferation arising in primary lymphoid follicles in response to antigenic stimulation.
THE GERMINAL CENTER REACTION Nossal et al. (1964) first demonstrated that the deposition of labeled antigen in lymphoid follicles preceded the formation of GCs. Subsequent experiments demonstrated that injection of mice with preformed immune complexes (IC) accelerated GC formation, the generation of memory B cells, and antibody-affinity maturation (Laissue et al., 1971; Kunkl and Klaus, 1981) . Therefore (Tew and Mandel, 1979; Szakal et al., 1989; Yoshida et al., 1993) . Depletion of the C3 component of complement with cobra venom factor inhibits GC formation, underscoring the importance of CR in the GC reaction (Pepys, 1976; Klaus and Humphrey, 1977) . Recently, a group of cells called "antigen-transporting cells" have been described, which are postulated to transport the IC from the subcapsular sinuses of the lymph nodes and high endothelial venules to the lymphoid follicles (Szakal et al., 1983; Maeda et al., 1995) . These cells could be the precursors of FDCs that are thought to play a central role in the GC pathway.
The B-cell oligoclonality of the GC was first suggested by the studies of Kroese and co-workers. Using irradiation chimeras, this group demonstrated that the GC is populated by no more than three B-cell clones (Kroese et al., 1987) . A similar conclusion was made by MacLennan and his co-workers studying simultaneous immune responses to two haptens (Liu et al., 1991) . In addition, microdissecton of single GCs and PCR amplification of their expressed V genes by Kelsoe's group in mice and Rajewsky's group in humans, unequivocally demonstrated the oligoclonality of GC (Jacob et al., 1991a; Jacob and Kelsoe, 1992; Kuppers et al., 1993 Hunt, 1990; Linton et al., 1992) . Disruption of cognate B-cell-T-cell interaction by in vivo administration of anti-CD40 ligand antibody (Gray et al., 1994) or soluble CD40 ligand (Lane et al., 1993) , as well as studies in mice deficient for CD40 (Kawabe et al., 1994) or CD40L (Renshaw et al., 1994; Xu et al., 1994) have shown that this ligandreceptor pair is required for generation of humoral immune responses (primary and secondary) and establishment of the GC reaction. Also, the T cell costimulatory molecule CD28 is necessary for the formation of GCs, as CD28-deficient mice accumulate antigen-reactive cells within the follicles on immunization, but these cells appear to fail to undergo the proliferative expansion necessary to create GC (Ferguson et al., 1996) . Recently, it has been demonstrated that T-helper cells in murine GC are clonally related to those found in the PALS, raising the possibility that GC T cells, perhaps like B cells, are antigen-activated emigrants from the PALS (Zheng et al., 1996) .
GERMINAL CENTERS ARE A SITE OF HYPERMUTATION AND AFFINITY MATURATION
Once a GC is established, the B cells populating it undergo extensive proliferation and clonal expansion. Anatomically, GCs can be subdivided into dark and light zones in certain animal species (Liu et al., 1991 (Berek et al., 1991) and human tonsils (Pascual et al., 1994) , and microdissected mouse (Jacob et al., 1991b) and human (Kuppers et al., 1993 ) GC clearly established that GCs are a site for hypermutation. Mutations appear to be introduced in a stepwise manner into the V regions of the dark-zone centroblast, which are in rapid cell cycle but express low levels of surface Ig (Liu et al., 1991) . The centroblast numbers do not increase, as half of their progeny appear to exit cell cycle, and reexpress slg, becoming centrocytes (Hanna, 1964) . The centrocytes are smaller and less densely packed than centroblasts, as they are separated by a dense FDC network. Hence, this subanatomical site of the GC is referred to as the light zone (Hardie et al., 1993) .
It has been postulated that centrocytes are tested for the ability to bind with increased affinity to the antigen present in IC retained on the FDC network in the light zone (Liu et al., 1991; MacLennan, 1994 (Liu et al., 1989) . Also, it has been shown that resting B cells specific for a particular hapten, if coincubated with FDC-bearing IC containing that hapten, are activated to express higher levels of Ia and costimulatory molecule B7 (Kosco-Vilbois et al., 1993). A similar mechanism could be envisaged for the GC centrocytes. If after mutation the centrocytes express slg with a higher affinity for antigen, then they could internalize the complexed antigen present on the FDC surface, process it, and present it to antigen-specific GC T-helper cells, and in return receive T-cell help and cell-survival signals, thus avoiding cell death by apoptosis.
A MODEL SYSTEM TO STUDY THE ROLE OF AFFINITY IN CLONAL DECISIONS TO ENTER THE AFC OR MEMORY B-CELL DIFFERENTIATION PATHWAYS
Clonal selection models for maturation of the B-cell response assume that the degree of B-cell proliferation and differentiation is mirrored by relative slg affinity for antigen. A threshold affinity is required for a clone to be selected from the naive population to participate in an immune response and be recruited to enter the mutation and selection pathway (Klinman, 1972; Fish et al., 1991) . However, the molecular mechanisms that translate relative affinity differences into proliferation advantage or preferred entry into the memory compartment are a subject of speculation. A direct test of the role of affinity in the development of the memory B-cell compartment could be carried out by altering the preimmune antibody repertoire with the introduction of a high-affinity "memory-type" antigen receptor using transgene technology. Earlier work from our laboratory has identified a recombination pathway by which a copy of an antibody Via transgene recombines with the endogenous IgH locus, forming a transgene-IgH "hybrid" locus (Giusti et al., 1992; Tumas-Brundage et al., 1996) . This takes place via a mechanism of interchromosomal, "one-sided" homologous recombination nucleated in a region of mutual homology between one copy of the transgenic array and the endogenous IgH locus. The process is nonreciprocal, and the ViaDJn gene DNA in the resulting hybrid locus is always completely transgene-derived. The recombination occurs at a very low frequency in the B-cell compartment. Consequently, only a small fraction of B cells express the hybrid locus in transgenic animals, whereas B cells in which this recombination has not taken place express only endogenous V genes.
In these studies, we used a model immune response to arsonate in A/J mice. During this immune response, a family of antibodies encoded by a single combination of Via (VhldCR), D (DFL16.1), Jia(Jh2), Vk(VkldCR/Vkl0), and Jk(Jkl) gene segments become predominant (Manser et al., 1987) . This combination of gene segments encodes "canonical" antiarsonate antibodies, the prototype of which is expressed by the hybridoma 36-65. During an antiArs immune response, canonical antibody expressing B cells undergo hypermutation and antigen-affinitybased selection, resulting in the expression of somatically mutated antibodies having a 5-to 20-fold increased affinity for arsonate (Manser et al., 1987; Sharon et al., 1989) .
We generated transgenic mice with a somatically mutated "memory-type" VH gene called 36-71 that, in combination with a canonical t chain, encodes a canonical antibody with 100 higher affinity than the unmutated canonical antibody 36-65 (Sharon, 1990;  Vora and Manser, 1995 (Vora and Manser, 1995 (Vora and Manser, 1995) .
That is, all these processes were indistinguishable in transgene-expressing and endogenous V-geneexpressing canonical antiarsonate clones. The separation of the mutational process (occurring exclusively in the GC dark-zone centroblasts) from the affinitybased selection process (occurring in the GC light zone), as proposed by MacLennan, could account for the lack of a cis influence of surface Ig affinity on the hypermutation process (Liu et al., 1991 These observations might be reconciled by the assumption that affinity maturation in transgeneexpressing and endogenous V-region-expressing clones always takes place in different GCs (Figure 2 ). The pauciclonality of the GC reaction during the mutation-selection period would make it extremely unlikely that distinct antiarsonate B-cell clones would be present in the same GC at the same time (Kroese et al., 1987; Liu et al., 1991; Jacob and Kelsoe, 1992) . Physical isolation of multiple clones expressing antibodies specific for same epitope but of different affinities would allow "clone-autonomous" maturation and affinity-based memory B-cell selection ( Figure 2) .
As described before, it has been postulated that the deposition of IC on the surface of FDC nucleates the GC reaction (Nossal, 1994 FARR (MacLennan, 1994) . Long-term retention of antigen on the FARR has also been suggested to play a role in maintaining the memory B-cell population (Nossal, 1964; Tew et al., 1990; Maclennan, 1994; Lindhout and deGroot, 1995) . FcRs and CRs present on the FDC are probably involved in the trapping of IC to form the FARR. Evidence in support of the role of CRs in this trapping mechanism and in the regulation of the Bcell response has been obtained. Depleting complement by injection of cobra venom factor inhibited both deposition of ICs on the FARR and B-cell Tran FIGURE 2 Clone autonomous maturation of the B-cell immune response. Two clones are depicted undergoing V-region hypermutation, clonal expansion, and selection in two distinct microenvironments (GCs?). The endogenous clone starts the process with "1 " affinity for arsonate, and the Vn36-71 transgene-expressing clone starts the process with an affinity for arsonate 100-fold higher ("100"). Memory-cell precursors are indicated with light nuclei and memory cells are indicated with black nuclei. The arrows interrupted by " s" are meant to indicate that the two microenvironments do not "communicate" with one another regarding affinity for antigen. This "communication" might take place either via soluble antibody or cellular migration. The blocked lines indicate either death or lack of further proliferation by a mutant subclone. We have obtained data suggesting that the high-affinity transgene-expressing clone gives rise to more progeny that have reduced affinity for antigen than does the low, affinity-endogenous clone, and this is depicted here. Nevertheless, both clones appear to contribute approximately equally to the memory B-cell compartment, and this is also indicated. memory development (Pepys 1976; Klaus and Humphrey, 1977) . Blocking complement receptors using mAbs had dramatic effects on B-cell activation in vitro and resulted in suppression of immune response in vivo (Klaus and Humphrey, 1986; Heyman et al., 1990; Thyphronitis et al., 1991) . Recently, it has been shown that CR1 and CR2 knockout mice have a severe defect in their humoral response (Ahearn et al., 1996; Molina et al., 1996) .
In contrast, the role of FcR in FDC antigen trapping and regulation of the B-cell response has received less attention. These receptors link humoral (antibodies) and cellular immunity (effector cells), and are present on most effector cells of the immune system (Ravetch and Kinet, 1991) . The FcR 3/chain is required for surface expression of and signal transduction via all murine Fc3/Rs except Fc3/RIIB (Ravetch and Kinet, 1991) , the only Fc3/R expressed by B cells. Therefore, we chose to examine the B-cell immune response in mice with a targeted inactivation of the FcR y-chain gene (Takai et al., 1994) . We felt that the FcR 3/-/-mutation would be particularly informative to study, as the expression of Fc3/RIIB on B cells is not affected by this mutation, and, hence, any alteration of the B-cell response in such mice could be reasonably attributed to "trans" effects mediated by non-B cells.
The first question we addressed using the 3/-/-mice was whether IC-trapping capacity of FDCs in the follicles had been perturbed. We passively generated ICs by injecting rabbit anti-horse radish peroxidase (HRP) serum, followed by injecting HRP a day later (Vora et al., 1997 These findings are in keeping with previous reports, indicating that human and mouse FDCs express high levels of CR (Reynes et al., 1985; Schriever et al., 1989; Yoshida et al., 1993 (MacLennan, 1994) .
In total, data supporting the role of FARR in the regulation of the primary B-cell response is currently anecdotal and controversial. In fact, some studies suggest that the FARR is not required for GC formation (Kroese et al., 1986) . Recently, the analysis of lymphotoxin-ce-deficient mice has shown that somatic mutation and affinity maturation can take place in the absence of FARR (Matsumato et al., 1996) . In contrast, there is a large body of evidence supporting the role of FARR in the induction and maintenance of memory responses (Tew et al., 1980; Gray and Skarvall, 1988; Szakal et al., 1992; Terashima et al., 1992; Bachmann et al., 1994 
